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This practical guide is an introduction to the steps that can be taken to limit 
and hopefully avoid the problems inherent in the supply of goods or services 
on credit.

It outlines the actions to be taken before 
such credit is granted and in the event of 
difficulties arising, how best the creditor 
can overcome them. It provides a summary 
of debt collection procedures together with 
a section on the various options available 
under the current insolvency legislation.

It cannot be stressed too strongly how 
important credit control is to the ongoing 
success of a business and in some instances 
to a company’s very survival.

Any of the members of our Credit Control 
Unit would be pleased to answer any queries 
that may arise or to assist with problems 
relating to specific cases. Their names are 
listed at the back of this guide.

Credit control involves the giving, restricting, 
stopping and retrieving of credit.

It is divided into three basic areas:
• Pre-contract (before credit is given)
• Contract (whilst credit is being given)
•  Post contract (when you need to recover 

the debt)

To be effective the company’s position must 
be secured so far as possible pre-contract 
to avoid future difficulties and to facilitate 
retrieval if necessary.

The approach of a prospective customer 
seeking credit facilities or an existing 
customer seeking to change credit facilities 
provides the prime opportunity to:

•  Obtain full information about the 
prospective debtor

• Consider taking security to cover credit
•  Ensure terms of trading are established 

incorporating your conditions of sale and/
or hire

Preface

Introduction

You should ensure that you have as a 
minimum the following accurate information 
about the prospective debtor before you give 
any credit.

1. Name
• Legal name
• Trading name

2. Address
• Registered Office - Limited Company
• Trading address

3. Status
• Limited company - registered number
•  Partnership - full names and addresses  

of all partners
• Sole trader
• Housing association

In addition to obtaining the information 
and to give more of an insight into the 
prospective debtor it would be advisable to 
have the following so the information should 
be checked.

Bank reference
Trade references
Credit status report
Company search

Information checklist



We are able online to check most details of 
your prospective debtor at Companies House 
or with an independent credit reference 
agency.  Please contact a member of our 
Credit Control Unit for assistance.

Companies House records are not always up 
to date and the search may not reveal the 
true position. Many companies are dilatory 
in filing company documents and there is 
a time lag between the documents being 
lodged at Companies House for filing and 
their inclusion on the relevant record.

The following information is the basic 
information required to give an indication  
of the Company you are going to or are 
dealing with:

Name
Registered Office
•  Do these correspond with the information 

given by applicant?

Directors and Company Secretary
•  Has the credit application form been 

completed by someone with the authority 
of the Company?

Date of Incorporation
Issued share capital
•  Were the shares issued for cash or other 

consideration?

Annual returns and accounts
•  Small issued share capital does not 

necessarily mean a business with slender 
resources. If a company has been in 
existence and trading for some time an 
examination of the annual accounts may 
show that the company has ploughed 
back available profit into the business.

Register of charges
•  Lenders to the company protected by a 

registered charge will almost certainly rank 
ahead of unsecured creditors in the event 
of a liquidation or receivership.

•  The Register will show the identity of 
the lender, the nature of the charge - 
debenture/fixed charge, the amount 
secured and assets of the company 
specifically charged.

If the circumstances allow, some form 
of security should be arranged. In many 
cases this will not be practical. It should be 
considered under (but not limited to) the 
following circumstances:

• If the credit arises in amount
• Becomes of significant duration
•  The terms are different to your usual 

trading terms

Effectively securing the debt will give you 
priority over most other creditors.

The more common methods of securing debt 
are detailed below.

Are the directors, shareholders or any third party - including another company - prepared to 
guarantee the credit facility?

If not why not?
Guarantees need to be in writing. The Courts traditionally construe guarantees very strictly 
and professional advice should be sought on the preparation of a guarantee.

Either over the property of the business or a third party - a second or even third mortgage can 
provide effective security especially in a rising property market.

Company search checklist

Security

Personal guarantees

Charge on property

A floating charge can be taken to secure credit granted and even if it ranks below a first 
floating charge to a bank can provide comfort.

This includes a role in the decision to appoint an administrator whose appointment prevents, 
without agreement or the leave of the Court, enforcement of security, repossession of goods 
under hire purchase agreements and retention of title clauses.

Requesting the building owner to pay the supplier direct out of future draws - the value of this 
security depends on the builder completing the work so as to earn future draws. 

Debenture

Irrevocable letter of authority



Every sale or hire of goods embodies a 
contract and subsequent disputes will be 
governed by the Law of Contract. A contract 
consists of an “offer” and an “acceptance”.

The purpose of standard conditions of 
trading is to:

• streamline day to day business dealings
•  avoid the necessity for negotiating 

lengthy detailed contracts transaction by 
transaction

•  avoid the uncertainty of relying on the 
law used when there are no written 
contractual terms

• pay only what you agreed to pay
• be paid what you agreed to be paid

Terms of contract cannot be imported at 
a later date. The supplier must be able to 
prove that the customer was aware of the 
terms and conditions at the time the contract 
was made. This is called “Incorporation”. 
Many suppliers put their terms of trading 
on their invoices. The invoice follows the 
contract and is too late to rely on.

In order to ensure that current conditions 
of sale or hire apply, care should be 
taken in drafting standard paperwork 
and establishing and maintaining set 
procedures.

The aim is to be able to prove that the 
customer was fully aware of the supplier’s 
conditions. 

One of the most effective means is to ensure 
that all applications for credit facilities are 
signed acknowledging receipt of a copy of 
the terms and conditions of trading which 
are to apply to all transactions.

In practice both the supplier and the 
customer will attempt to incorporate their 
own conditions of trading into the contract.  
The result is the “battle of the forms”. The 
contract is made at the point of a clear offer 
and an unconditional acceptance which may 
be by way of performance - i.e. delivery. As a 
general rule the conditions of trading which 
last passed between the parties before that 
point will apply.

Each transaction will be analysed 
individually and the safest course is to 
ensure that conditions of sale are delivered 
to and acknowledged by all customers and 
are included on all paperwork.

Standard terms of trading are peculiar to 
each business and should be tailor made to 
each business.

The points raised by our Trading Terms 
Checklist should be considered.

If you are uncertain about your terms of trade 
or whether it is your terms which are being 
incorporated into your contracts and not 
your customers please contact our Credit 
Control Unit.

Terms of trading
Price and payment
•  An express term should be included to 

cover the price but it is not necessary to 
quote specific prices.  Reference can be 
made to prices ruling at the relevant date 
or to the current price list.

•  It is possible to reserve the right to 
increase prices to cover increases in 
material, labour or other costs.

• Payment terms should be specified.
•  Provision can be made for an interest 

charge against late payment or a discount 
offered for prompt payment.

Delivery
•  How and when delivery will take place 

should be defined and specific provision 
made for delivery of orders by instalment.

•  Exclude liability for late and/or defective 
delivery.

•  Provide for payment of delivery charges  
- if any.

Inspection and notification of damage
•  Place onus on buyer to inspect goods 

delivered.
•  Provide for notice of damage, short or  

non-delivery to be made within reasonable 
period of time of delivery.

•  Include option to repair, replace goods  
or give credit.

Limited liability - Warranties
•  This is an important area where legal 

advice should be sought.  It is essential 
to secure maximum protection whilst not 
attempting to avoid liability imposed  
by law.

•  Liability for death or personal injury from 
negligence cannot be excluded nor can 
the warranty as to title.  In consumer sales 
implied conditions as to description, 
quality and sample and “guarantees” of 
consumer goods cannot be excluded.

•  Exclusions of liability will be subject to a 
test of reasonableness by the Court.

•  What responsibilities are to be accepted 
for products sold - and any alleged 
defects?

•  Product liability must be considered 
together with the adequacy of insurance 
cover and possibility of indemnities from 
supplier of goods.

Insolvency of customer
•  Specific terms are required to limit loss.  

All sums outstanding to become due and 
payable; all orders for work in progress 
cancelled; entitlement to claim for work 
already carried out.

•  Define insolvency to include resolution 
to wind-up, presentation of petition 
to wind-up, presentation of petition 
for administration, appointment of 
administrative receiver, proposal for a 
voluntary arrangement.

Terms of trade checklist



Retention of title
A simple retention of title clause reserving 
legal ownership of the goods to the supplier 
until payment is made in respect of those 
goods is effective without the necessity 
of registering a charge against the buyer 
subject to:

• Incorporation of the term into the contract.
•  Operation of the term - the outstanding 

sum must be due and payable.
• Identification of goods.
•  Attempts have been made to extend the 

simple principle of reservation of title  
to cover:

 > Mixed/manufactured goods
 > Proceeds of sale of the goods

There is no certainty that a Court will enforce 
these clauses but they are often included for 
their hope value in the future or particular 
factual circumstance.

•  A number of provisions are often included 
to cover the mechanics of a retention of 
title claim:

 >  the risk in the goods must be stated 
to pass to the buyer or it automatically 
remains with the supplier

 >  a duty imposed on buyer to keep the 
goods separate and distinct and not to 
interfere with identification mark

 >  the supplier to be granted a licence to 
enter the premises including premises 
to which the buyer has access to 
inspect the goods and re-possess if and 
when necessary.

Terms of trade checklist continued

Overdue accounts
A schedule of overdue accounts extracted 
from sales ledgers at the time the monthly 
statements are prepared is part of the 
essential equipment for credit control.  The 
date and type of reminder sent in each case 
should be noted, and the schedule kept up 
to date as regards payments or promise  
of payments.

A number of general points should be 
borne in mind when collecting debts and 
contemplating proceedings for recovery: 

Payments on account 
Any receipts issued should be worded “on 
account of debt and costs”.

Contra accounts
When sales and purchase accounts are 
habitually offset against each other or there 
is specific agreement so to do a right of set 
off may be considered to exist.  The subject 
is one of considerable legal complexity and 
it is prudent to take advice in any situation 
involving sums of substance.

Dishonoured cheques
If a debtor’s cheque is not met on 
presentation, notice of dishonour must 
be given (preferably by recorded delivery) 
as a prelude to proceedings based upon 
that cheque.  Notice of dishonour does not 
require a particular form but is effective if 
the details of the cheque are clearly set out, 
the debtor informed of the bank’s refusal to 
pay and the following words included:

“ Please note that cheque no.     dated                  
drawn by you on           Bank Limited in our 
favour for the sum of £         has not been 
met on presentation and we must ask you 
to accept this letter as formal notice of 
dishonour”.

Generally a debtor cannot raise matters of 
dispute in relation to, for instance, goods 
delivered if he has proffered a cheque which 
has not been met.

Without prejudice 
Correspondence and documents so marked 
are only without prejudice to and privileged 
from disclosure in legal proceedings if it 
was written for the purpose of settling the 
dispute.

Full and final settlement 
A cheque tendered for a lesser sum in  
full and final settlement may be accepted 
on account if the terms of offer are rejected 
and the terms of acceptance are made 
clear to the debtor prior to acceptance and 
banking of the cheque.  Great care must be 
taken as the balance of the claim may be 
compromised and legal advice should  
be sought.

Debt collection



Harassment of debtors 
Under the Administration of Justice Act 1970 
a creditor or anyone acting on his behalf will 
be guilty of a criminal offence if he harasses 
a debtor.

For instance a creditor must not:
•  Harass or bully a debtor thereby causing 

him or his family distress, alarm or 
humiliation (this includes the threat of 
publicity).

•  State or intimate that criminal proceedings 
will be taken.  (It is perfectly proper to 
threaten civil proceedings).

•  Do anything that suggests that he is acting 
in an official capacity which includes the 
use of any form which appears similar to 
Court forms.

Generally, a threat to put into bankruptcy or 
winding up should never be made.

Legal action 
It is an individual matter for each supplier to 
decide in the debt collection procedure at 
which point solicitors are to be instructed.

Please take note of the following points 
though:

•  Early third party intervention is usually 
effective. 95% of our cases are resolved 
without recourse to legal action.

•  Unlike many debt collection agencies we 
are a firm of solicitors so there is no need 
(or added expense) to instruct another 
advisor if legal proceedings need to  
be issued.

•  The older the debt the more likely it is to 
prove to be dead.  Debtors lose the ability 
and the will to pay.

•  Our intervention has the advantage of 
psychologically distancing you from  
the debtor.

•  Our debt collection staff are always polite 
but firm in such a way as not to damage 
any future trading with the debtor (should 
you wish to do so).

•  Your debtors know that they can not delay 
any longer as we will not be fobbed off  
or discouraged.

•  Smaller debts are usually harder to collect 
which is why we use a simple easy to use 
fee structure based on age of debt.

First steps by Stamp Jackson & Procter Limited
On receiving instructions Stamp Jackson & 
Procter Limited will establish how the debt 
has arisen and consider the best method 
of recovery.  Often this will involve writing 
to the debtor calling for payment within a 
certain period (usually 7 days).  This letter 
which is often referred to as the “letter 
before action” is important because not only 
may it prompt the payment of an account 
which has been genuinely overlooked, but 
may also reveal a dispute of substance 
which should be resolved before further 
action is taken.  

As a result of the letter before action the 
account may be paid, the debtor may 
dispute the account, admit liability, ask for 
time to pay or simply ignore the letter.

If the debtor contacts the credit controller 
direct our Credit Control Unit should be 
informed immediately.

If payment in full is not received the course 
of any further action must be considered 
carefully.

There are various methods of collection 
which we would be happy to talk to you 
about if you want more information generally 
they are:

• Mediation
• Arbitration 
• Litigation  
• County Court action
• High Court action
• Statutory demands 
• Enforcement of Judgement 
• Execution against goods
• Oral examination of Judgement Debtor
• Attachment of earnings
• Garnishee proceedings
• Charging orders
• Bankruptcy

Debt collection continued



Introduction
The main purpose of any insolvency 
procedure, whether of a company or an 
individual, is the protection and realisation 
and the distribution of the proceeds among 
the creditors or shareholders in accordance 
with their statutory rights. 

There are a number of insolvency procedures 
available under the Insolvency Act 1986 
and other legislation. The general areas 
of insolvency are shown below. Advice on 
particular cases or issues should be sought 
from us or an insolvency practitioner. 

Insolvency of Individuals
• Bankruptcy
• Voluntary arrangements
• Deeds of arrangement

Insolvency of Companies
• Members’ voluntary liquidations
• Compulsory liquidation
• Voluntary arrangements
• Administrative receivership
• Creditors’ voluntary liquidation
• Administration
• Scheme of arrangement

Insolvency of Partnerships
• Liquidation and bankruptcy
• Voluntary arrangement

Insolvency procedures

Introduction
Some creditors mistakenly assume that the 
commencement of an insolvency procedure 
means that they have little or no chance of 
recovering any of the money due to them.  
There are steps which can and should be 
taken, even if only to ensure that the office 
holder is aware of the creditor’s claim.

Retention of title 
Earlier we recommended that suppliers 
consider including retention of title as one 
of the terms in their sales contracts.  Under 
retention of title, while they remain in the 
buyer’s hands the goods will belong to the 
seller until the buyer has paid for them 
or even, depending on the terms of the 
contract, paid all sums due to the seller.

Generally
On learning that an office holder has been 
appointed in the insolvency of a buyer, 
the first thing the supplier should do is 
to contact the insolvency practitioner 
concerned and bring the retention of title to 
his or her attention. It will also be necessary 
to identify the extent of the goods to which 
the retention of title can apply.
It is worse than useless to spend time and 
money trying to prove retention of title if the 
goods which can be claimed are only worth a 
few pounds. 

The supplier should therefore seek an early 
meeting with the insolvency practitioner’s 
staff at the buyer’s premises so that an 
agreed schedule of relevant items can be 
produced by physical inspection.
The office holder will want to be convinced 
that:
•  the retention of title provision formed part 

of the contract between the supplier and 
the buyer: and

• the goods claimed by the supplier:
 >      were supplied after that provision was 

incorporated in the contract; and
 >       have not been paid for or, as the case 

may be, were supplied after the time 
the supplier’s account was last paid in 
full.

It is therefore essential that suppliers follow 
the advice given to them by their solicitors in 
connection with the drafting and procedures 
required to make retention of title effective.  
The supplier should deliver to the insolvency 
practitioner copies of all documents 
necessary to establish the above facts; some 
practitioners have questionnaires detailing 
the information and documents required.
It may not be in the supplier’s best interests 
to remove the goods. The insolvency 
practitioner may be prepared to make a 
reasonable offer for them, thus avoiding the 
need to arrange their removal and resale.

Action by creditors in insolvency  
procedures



If you think you may have a claim against a Company, Partnership or individual, we would  
be happy to discuss the details and make the claim for you or assist you to make your  
own claim.

VAT bad debt relief 
Creditors who are registered for value added tax purposes may be able to obtain VAT bad 
debt relief if one of their debtors become subject to an insolvency procedure or the debt 
remains outstanding for two years or more. Relief is given by allowing the creditor to deduct 
in his or her next VAT return the amount of the VAT included in the sum owed to him or her by 
the debtor.

Please contact us or your accountant if you need more information.

Claims procedures

Meet our experts
Alistair Latham Commercial & Employment Director

Alistair is a specialist business and 
commercial solicitor with a focus on 
bringing practical legal solutions that 
deliver real benefits for clients alongside 
his role as a trusted business advisor 
and CEDR accredited commercial 
mediator. With broad commercial 
legal experience Alistair leads the 
commercial team covering company 
law and employment matters, contract 
drafting, asset and share sales, 
corporate restructuring, insolvency, 

business rescue and management 
buyouts. This combination of business 
and commercial acumen that Alistair 
delivers, means that clients benefit 
from accurate and detailed advice that 
assists owner managers to achieve their 
objectives quickly and effectively.

Email: ail@sjplaw.co.uk       
Office: +44 (0)1482 316728
Fax: +44(0)1482 224048

Mark Daubney Commercial & Employment Solicitor

Mark’s expertise are in employment 
law, commercial issues, acquisitions 
and mergers, international trade/
transport and insolvency. Mark regularly 
advises businesses on reducing 
the risks of issues associated with 
running a business but with a focus on 
employment and commercial matters.
By taking on day-to-day employment 
and HR responsibilities, Mark ensures 
owner-managers have more time to 
concentrate on running their business.

Mark has successfully helped a number 
of individuals and families buy and 
sell businesses. Mark’s commercial 
approach has helped overcome 
technical and practical obstacles to get 
deals done and ensure clients get where 
they want to be quickly and efficiently.

Email: mtd@sjplaw.co.uk       
Office: +44 (0)1482  316725
Fax: +44(0)1482 224048

Andrew Procter Consultant

Andrew has a strong client base in the 
agricultural, horticultural and renewable 
energy industries with expert knowledge 
of company law and the increasing 
impact of European Union legislation. 
As head of the private client services his 
expertise is also applied to managing 
trusts and tax affairs for individuals 
alongside providing personal legal 
advice.

Email: acp@sjplaw.co.uk       
Office:  +44 (0)1482 316766  
Fax: +44 (0)1482 224048

For further information on how we can help please contact 
Alistair Latham or Mark Daubney on 01482 324591 or visit 
our website at www.sjplaw.co.uk


